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Campbell McGrath (1962 -)
Cambell McGrath is a notable modern American poet. He is the author of
nine full-length collections of poetry, including his most recent, Seven
Notebooks (Ecco Press, 2008), Shannon: A Poem of the Lewis and Clark
Expedition (Ecco Press, 2009), and In the Kingdom of the Sea Monkeys (Ecco
Press, forthcoming, 2012).
Life
McGrath was born in Chicago, Illinois, and grew up in Washington, D.C.,
where he attended Sidwell Friends School; among his classmates was the
poet Elizabeth Alexander. He received his B.A. from the University of Chicago
in 1984 and his MFA from Columbia University's creative writing program in
1988, where he was classmates with Rick Moody. He currently lives in Miami
Beach, Florida, and teaches creative writing at Florida International
University, where his students have included Richard Blanco, Susan Briante,
Jay Snodgrass and Emma Trelles. He is married to Elizabeth Lichtenstein,
whom he met while he was an undergraduate; they have two sons.
Music
In the early 1980s, while a student at the University of Chicago, he was a
member of the punk band Men From The Manly Planet.
Awards
McGrath has been recognized by some of the most prestigious American
poetry awards, including the Kingsley Tufts Poetry Award (for The Bob Hope
Poem in Spring Comes to Chicago, his third book of poems), a Pushcart
Prize, the Academy of American Poets Prize, a Ploughshares Cohen Award, a
Guggenheim Fellowship, a Witter Bynner Fellowship from the Library of
Congress, and a MacArthur Foundation "Genius Award." In 2011 he was
named a Fellow of United States Artists.
Works
While primarily known as a poet, McGrath has also written a play, "The
Autobiography of Edvard Munch" (produced by Concrete Gothic Theater,
Chicago, 1983); a libretto for Orlando Garcia's experimental video opera
"Transcending Time" (premiered at the New Music Biennalle, Zagreb,
Croatia, 2009); collaborated with the video artist John Stuart on the
video/poetry piece "14 Views of Miami" (premiered at The Wolfsonian, Miami,
2008); and translated the Aristophanes play The Wasps for the Penn Greek
Drama Series.
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Eserleri:
Dust (1988)
Capitalism (1990)
American Noise (1993)
Spring Comes to Chicago (1996)
Road Atlas (1999)
Mangrovia (2001)
Florida Poems (2002)
Pax Atomica ( 2004)
Heart of Anthracite: New & Collected Prose Poems (UK)
Seven Notebooks ( 2008)
Shannon: A Poem of the Lewis and Clark Expedition (2009)
The Custodian & Other Poems (2011)
In the Kingdom of the Sea Monkeys (2012)
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An Irish Word
Canny has always been an Irish word
to my ear, so too its cousin crafty,
suggesting not only an appreciation of close-work,
fine-making, handwrought artistry,
but a highly evolved reliance on one’s wits to survive,
stealth in the shadow of repressive institutions,
“silence, exile, and cunning,” in Joyce’s admonition,
ferret-sly, fox-quick, silvery, and elusive.
Craft, akin to croft—
a shepherd’s crooked hawthorn staff,
wind-polished wolds and peat-spent moorlands
high in the Blue Stack Mountains.
Akin to draught—a pint of creamy stout
or a good stout draught horse
or a draughty old house
like the one in which my grandfather was born
near Drimnaherk, slate-roofed, hard-angled,
ringed by thistles in a soil-starved coomb.
His four brothers left home
bound for Australia, South Africa, Liverpool, and Los Angeles
losing track of each other at once and forever
as if to loose the hawsers and set sail
were to sever every filial tether.
His name was Francis Daniel Campbell
but my grandmother Anna was a Monaghan
and her people had been
Maguires, Morans, Mohans, Meehans,
and other alliterative, slant-rhymed clans
all the way back to the nameless
bog dwellers and kine folk.
When her father died suddenly in New York,
he left three baby daughters and a widowed seamstress
with no recourse but retreat
to the old Rose Cottage overlooking Donegal Bay
in a parish of trellised thorns and ricked hay,
taking in mending and needlework to eat.
Market days they rode the train into Derry
to sell embroidered linens and hand-tatted lace,
kerchiefs monogrammed z to a.
She was nearing thirty
when she married and recrossed the Atlantic
and from her my own mother
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had a recipe for soda bread, piles of drop-stitch
tablecloths, and a small stoneware pitcher
hand-painted in folksy script—
Be Canny Wi’ the Cream.
Nothing could move my brother and I to screams
of laughter like that tiny pitcher,
so serious of purpose, so quaintly archaic,
as we slurped down bowls of Frosted Flakes
before school in the breakfast nook.
The scrupulous economy of the world it bespoke,
the frugality toward which it gestured,
were as inscrutable to us then
as the great sea cliffs at Slieve League when
we drove to the top at Amharc Mór
on a road so thickly fleeced with mist
we might have been lost if not for the sheep
materializing like guardian imps,
imperturbable creatures, black-faced ephreets,
the ocean one vast, invisible gong
struck by padded mallets or mailed fists.
Amharc Mór means “the grand view” in Irish
but all we saw was fog.
Campbell McGrath
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Hemingway Dines on Boiled Shrimp and Beer
I'm the original two-hearted brawler.
I gnaw the scrawny heads from prawns,
pummel those mute, translucent crustaceans,
wingless hummingbirds, salt-water spawned.
As the Catalonians do, I eat the eyes at once.
My brawny palms flatten their mainstays.
I pop the shells with my thumbs, then crunch.
Just watch me as I swagger and sprawl,
spice-mad and sated, then dabble in lager
before I go strolling for stronger waters
down to Sloppy Joe's.My stride as I stagger
shivers the islands, my fingers troll a thousand keys.
My appetite shakes the rock of the nation.
The force of my fiction makes the mighty Gulf Stream.
Campbell McGrath
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Nights on Planet Earth
Heaven was originally precisely that: the starry sky, dating back to the earliest
Egyptian texts, which include magic spells that enable the soul to be sewn in the body
of the great mother, Nut, literally 'night,' like the seed of a plant, which is also a jewel
and a star. The Greek Elysian fields derive from the same celestial topography: the
Egyptian 'Field of Rushes,' the eastern stars at dawn where the soul goes to be
purified. That there is another, mirror world, a world of light, and that this world is
simply the sky—and a step further, the breath of the sky, the weather, the very air—is
a formative belief of great antiquity that has continued to the present day with the
godhead becoming brightness itself: dios/theos (Greek); deus/divine/diana (Latin);
devas (Sanskrit); daha (Arabic); day (English).
—Susan Brind Morrow, Wolves and Honey
1
Gravel paths on hillsides amid moon-drawn vineyards,
click of pearls upon a polished nightstand
soft as rainwater, self-minded stars, oboe music
distant as the grinding of icebergs against the hull
of the self and the soul in the darkness
chanting to the ecstatic chance of existence.
Deep is the water and long is the moonlight
inscribing addresses in quicksilver ink,
building the staircase a lover forever pauses upon.
Deep is the darkness and long is the night,
solid the water and liquid the light. How strange
that they arrive at all, nights on planet earth.
2
Sometimes, not often but repeatedly, the past invades my dreams in the form of a
familiar neighborhood I can no longer locate,
a warren of streets lined with dark cafés and unforgettable bars, a place where I can
sing by heart every song on every jukebox,
a city that feels the way the skin of an octopus looks pulse-changing from color to
color, laminar and fluid and electric,
a city of shadow-draped churches, of busses on dim avenues, or riverlights, or
canyonlands, but always a city, and wonderful, and lost.
Sometimes it resembles Amsterdam, students from the ballet school like fanciful
gazelles shooting pool in pink tights and soft, shapeless sweaters,
or Madrid at 4AM, arguing the 18th Brumaire with angry Marxists, or Manhattan when
the snowfall crowns every trash-can king of its Bowery stoop,
or Chicago, or Dublin, or some ideal city of the imagination, as in a movie you can
neither remember entirely nor completely forget,
barracuda-faced men drinking sake like yakuza in a Harukami novel, women sipping
champagne or arrack, the rattle of beaded curtains in the back,
the necklaces of Christmas lights reflected in raindrops on windows, the taste of
peanuts and their shells crushed to powder underfoot,
always real, always elusive, always a city, and wonderful, and lost. All night I wander
alone, searching in vain for the irretrievable.
3
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drink from a cup of ashes and yellow paint.
gossip with the clouds and grow strong.
cross rooftops to watch the sea tremble in a dream.
assemble my army of golden carpenter ants.
walk the towpath among satellites and cosmic dust.
cry to the roots of potted plants in empty offices.
gather the feathers of pigeons in a honey jar.
become an infant before your flag.

Campbell McGrath
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Shopping for Pomegranates at Wal-mart on New Year's Day
Beneath a ten-foot-tall apparition of Frosty the Snowman
with his corncob pipe and jovial, over-eager, button-black eyes,
holding, in my palm, the leathery, wine-colored purse
of a pomegranate, I realize, yet again, that America is a country
about which I understand everything and nothing at all,
that this is life, this ungovernable air
in which the trees rearrange their branches, season after season,
never certain which configuration will bear the optimal yield
of sunlight and water, the enabling balm of nutrients,
that so, too, do Wal-Mart’s ferocious sales managers
relentlessly analyze their end-cap placement, product mix,
and shopper demographics, that this is the culture
in all its earnestness and absurdity, that it never rests,
that each day is an eternity and every night is New Year’s Eve,
a cavalcade of B-list has-beens entirely unknown to me,
needy comedians and country singers in handsome Stetsons,
sitcom stars of every social trope and ethnic denomination,
pugilists and oligarchs, femmes fatales and anointed virgins
throat-slit in offering to the cannibal throng of Times Square.
Who are these people? I grow old. I lie unsleeping
as confetti falls, ash-girdled, robed in sweat and melancholy,
click-shifting from QVC to reality TV, strings of commercials
for breath freshener, debt reconsolidation, a new car
lacking any whisper of style or grace, like a final fetid gasp
from the lips of a dying Henry Ford, potato-faced actors
impersonating real people with real opinions
offered forth with idiot grins in the yellow, herniated studio light,
actual human beings, actual souls bought too cheaply.
That it never ends, O Lord, that it never ends!
That it is relentless, remorseless, and it is on right now.
That one sees it and sees it but sometimes it sees you, too,
cowering in a corner, transfixed by the crawler for the storm alert,
home videos of faces left dazed by the twister, the car bomb,
the war always beginning or already begun, always
the special report, the inside scoop, the hidden camera
revealing the mechanical lives of the sad, inarticulate people
we have come to know as “celebrities.”
Who assigns such value, who chose these craven avatars
if not the miraculous hand of the marketplace,
whose torn cuticles and gaudily painted fingernails resemble nothing
so much as our own? Where does the oracle reveal our truths
more vividly than upon that pixillated spirit glass
unless it is here, in this tabernacle of homely merchandise,
a Copernican model of a money-driven universe
revolving around its golden omphalos, each of us summed
and subtotalled, integers in an equation of need and consumption,
desire and consummation, because Hollywood had it right all along,
the years are a montage of calendar pages and autumn leaves,
sheet music for a nostalgic symphony of which our lives comprise
but single trumpet blasts, single notes in the hullabaloo,
or even less—we are but motes of dust in that atmosphere
shaken by the vibrations of time’s imperious crescendo.
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That it never ends, O Lord. That it goes on,
without pause or cessation, without pity or remorse.
That we have willed it into existence, dreamed it into being.
That it is our divine monster, our factotum, our scourge.
That I can imagine nothing more beautiful
than to propitiate such a god upon the seeds of my own heart.
Campbell McGrath
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The Human Heart
We construct it from tin and ambergris and clay,
ochre, graph paper, a funnel
of ghosts, whirlpool
in a downspout full of midsummer rain.
It is, for all its freedom and obstinence,
an artifact of human agency
in its maverick intricacy
its chaos reflected in earthly circumstance,
its appetites mirrored by a hungry world
like the lights of the casino
in the coyote’s eye. Old
as the odor of almonds in the hills around Solano,
filigreed and chancelled with the flavor of blood oranges,
fashioned from moonlight,
yarn, nacre, cordite,
shaped and assembled valve by valve, flange by flange,
and finished with the carnal fire of interstellar dust.
We build the human heart
and lock it in its chest
and hope that what we have made can save us.
Campbell McGrath
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The Prose Poem
On the map it is precise and rectilinear as a chessboard, though driving past you would
hardly notice it, this boundary line or ragged margin, a shallow swale that cups a
simple trickle of water, less rill than rivulet, more gully than dell, a tangled ditch grown
up throughout with a fearsome assortment of wildflowers and bracken. There is no
fence, though here and there a weathered post asserts a former claim, strands of fallen
wire taken by the dust. To the left a cornfield carries into the distance, dips and rises to
the blue sky, a rolling plain of green and healthy plants aligned in close order, row
upon row upon row. To the right, a field of wheat, a field of hay, young grasses
breaking the soil, filling their allotted land with the rich, slow-waving spectacle of their
grain. As for the farmers, they are, for the most part, indistinguishable: here the
tractor is red, there yellow; here a pair of dirty hands, there a pair of dirty hands. They
are cultivators of the soil. They grow crops by pattern, by acre, by foresight, by habit.
What corn is to one, wheat is to the other, and though to some eyes the similarities
outweigh the differences it would be as unthinkable for the second to commence
planting corn as for the first to switch over to wheat. What happens in the gully
between them is no concern of theirs, they say, so long as the plough stays out, the
weeds stay in the ditch where they belong, though anyone would notice the wind-sewn
cornstalks poking up their shaggy ears like young lovers run off into the bushes, and
the kinship of these wild grasses with those the farmer cultivates is too obvious to
mention, sage and dun-colored stalks hanging their noble heads, hoarding exotic burrs
and seeds, and yet it is neither corn nor wheat that truly flourishes there, nor some
jackalopian hybrid of the two. What grows in that place is possessed of a beauty all its
own, ramshackle and unexpected, even in winter, when the wind hangs icicles from the
skeletons of briars and small tracks cross the snow in search of forgotten grain; in the
spring the little trickle of water swells to welcome frogs and minnows, a muskrat, a
family of turtles, nesting doves in the verdant grass; in summer it is a thoroughfare for
raccoons and opossums, field mice, swallows and black birds, migrating egrets, a
passing fox; in autumn the geese avoid its abundance, seeking out windrows of toppled
stalks, fatter grain more quickly discerned, more easily digested. Of those that travel
the local road, few pay that fertile hollow any mind, even those with an eye for what
blossoms, vetch and timothy, early forsythia, the fatted calf in the fallow field, the
rabbit running for cover, the hawk's descent from the lightning-struck tree. You've
passed this way yourself many times, and can tell me, if you would, do the formal
fields end where the valley begins, or does everything that surrounds us emerge from
its embrace?
Campbell McGrath
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